UNDER THE
SEA!
AUGUST 2021

Welcome to
Crafty Kits
for Kids!

We hope you will take this crafting time to
sing, read, have fun, and support your child's
creative growth.

Let's Sing!
One, Two, Three, Four, Five
One, two, three, four, five, (hold up fingers one by one,
while counting)
Once I caught a fish alive. (put hands together and wiggle
like a fish)
Six, seven, eight, nine, ten, (hold up fingers one by one,
while counting)
Then I threw it back again. (make throwing motion)
Why did you let it go? (hold hands out asking why)
Because it bit my finger so. (shake hand, as if hurt)
Which finger did it bite? (hold hands out asking why)
This little finger on my right. (wiggle pinky finger)
raft and sing along
with Ms. Nicole on
YouTube at Findlay
Library

C

SEA CREATURES
SWIM!
Gather: Watercolor
paints (or food dye
diluted with water,
Paintbrushes, Glue
Included: Coffee filter,
Undersea Creature

How to: Paint filter with watercolor paints. Colors will
bleed, which is desired. Let dry. Glue your sea creature
to your filter. Tape to a window for an under the sea
view. Which sea creature did you receive?

Take a break with a book!
I’m the Biggest Thing
in the Ocean
by Kevin Sherry
Rub-a-Dub Sub
by Linda Ashman

SHARKY WATERS!
Gather: Scissors, Glue
Included: Gray Shark,
Blue wave paper, White
teeth paper, Black mouth
paper, 2 Black ovals, 2
White ovals, Light blue
paper
Directions: Cut out blue waves. Lay blue waves across
the bottom of light blue page. Glue gray shark so just
bottom of shark is covered by waves. Glue waves. Cut
out black mouth. Cut out teeth. For more teeth use
triangles cut out between teeth. Glue teeth along top
and bottom of black mouth. Glue mouth on shark
just above waves. Glue black ovals to centers of white
ovals. Glue above mouth for shark eyes.

Thank you for crafting with us! Keep an eye out for
upcoming fall events at the library!

